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References

Longley Place, Brighton

The new Longely Place building in Brighton is a 
fascinating example of modern architecture that adds 
contemporary elegance to the city's skyline. The striking 
building rises with a blend of glass, steel and concrete, 
creating an impressive combination of strength and 
aesthetics.

Facts
Area Architecture

Location Brighton, GB

Year of 
manufacture

2022

Architect EPR Architects
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Details

Longley Place in Brighton is an architectural gem that stands out not only for its innovative design, but also for its high 
quality finish. The use of IGP 4201E82291L3F, an advanced DuraXal powder coating system, has not only helped to 
enhance the aesthetic appeal of the building, but also ensure its longevity and resistance to the elements. The decision 
to coat the entire building with 1.7 tons of IGP DuraXal demonstrates a commitment to quality and design down to the 
smallest detail. The deep matt finish with pearlescent effects gives the building a contemporary elegance and 
emphasizes its modern architecture in a subtle but effective way. The dark brown shade of IGP DuraXal harmonizes 
perfectly with the surrounding landscape and blends seamlessly into the natural environment. At the same time, it 
creates an inviting and warm character that invites visitors to step closer and discover the beauty of this architectural 
masterpiece. Longley Place in Brighton is not just a building, but a statement of contemporary design, quality and 
sustainability. Thanks to the innovative surface coating, it is not only a visual highlight, but also an example of intelligent 
construction technology that will stand the test of time.

You can find more interesting references on our website.
https://www.igp-powder.com/en/reference/51614/longley-place-brighton

If you have any questions, please contact us at any time, we will be happy to advise you.
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